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Life Lessons Sayings and Quotes. Below you will find our collection of inspirational, wise, and humorous old life lessons
quotes, life lessons sayings, and life lessons proverbs, collected over the years from a variety of sources.

Wise quotes about life: Find carefully selected quotes, designed to motivate, challenge and inspire. Discover
wise quotes about life. What goals to choose? What changes you need? What is a failure? And what is time?
And what is true knowledge? You can spend it any way you wish, but you only spend it once. I have learned a
great deal from listening carefully. Most people never listen. Ernest Hemingway Life is like riding a bicycle.
To keep your balance you must keep moving. Albert Einstein Your problem is you think you have time. The
Buddha Time is the least thing we have. Ernest Hemingway Guard well your spare moments. They are like
uncut diamonds. Discard them and their value will never be known. Improve them and they will become the
brightest gems in a useful life. Ralph Waldo Emerson It is wise to keep in mind that neither success nor failure
is ever final. Jim Rohn A man is but the product of his thoughts. What he thinks, he becomes. Mahatma
Gandhi Life is what you make of it. Always has been, always will be. Abrahamâ€”Hicks Imagination is more
important than knowledge. Imagination encircles the world. Albert Einstein Without some goals and some
efforts to reach it, no man can live. John Dewey And some more wise quotes about life Take care to get what
you like or you will be forced to like what you get. George Bernard Shaw Life consists not in holding good
cards, but in playing those you hold well. It is, above all, to matter and to count, to stand for something, to
have made some difference that you lived at all. Rosten Too many people are thinking of security instead of
opportunity. They seem to be more afraid of life than death. Bymes It is not length of life, but depth of life.
Ralph Waldo Emerson A wise man turns chance into good fortune. Alexander Woollcott Activity is the only
road to knowledge.
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Life Lesson quotes Experience quotes Being Strong quotes Fearless quotes Wise quotes Learning is an experience that
will follow you wherever you go. The more you live, the more you learn.

Sign-up for your free subscription to my Daily Inspiration - Daily Quote email. To confirm your subscription,
you must click on a link in the email being sent to you. Each email contains an unsubscribe link. Smell the
smells, feel the fear, and smile at the incoherent way life runs us in circles while inscribing the real lessons in a
corner of the margin. Lesson not just karate only. Lesson for whole life. Whole life have a balance. Schulz in
his Peanuts cartoon The highest result of education is tolerance. Long ago men fought and died for their faith;
but it took ages to teach them the other kind of courage, - the courage to recognize the faiths of their brethren
and their rights of conscience. Gray The less I take the difficulties of my life as personal affront, and the more
I use them as an opportunity to learn and grow Life has a funny way of teaching us that lesson over and over
again. And I have used that lesson in everything in my life, including the Railways. I knew after my first
lesson what I wanted to do with my life. For boredom speaks the language of time, and it is to teach you the
most valuable lesson of your life - the lesson of your utter insignificance. You have to learn that lesson
sometime. How to take responsibility. If I survive, I will spend my whole life at the oven door seeing that no
one is denied bread and, so as to give a lesson of charity, especially those who did not bring flour. Apply that
lesson to most other aspects of life. Stimson A tough lesson in life that one has to learn is that not everybody
wishes you well. I saw time and again how much fun Africans had with their families and friends and on the
sports fields; they laughed all the time. The same can be true of films, films are released into society to aid in a
lesson, inspire people, comfort people. If the children are untaught, their ignorance and vices will in future life
cost us much dearer in their consequences than it would have done in their correction by a good education. In
a life of learning that is, perhaps, the greatest lesson of all. A lesson drawn from such experiences, however,
was that we can effectively oppose violence only if we ourselves do not resort to it. You know, so many of us
do in life. The meaning of life is whatever you ascribe it to be. Being alive is the meaning. We give our own
meaning to time as to life. You do not need the approval of others. It is what you think about. There are no
facts, only interpretations. Chesterton Everyone is a prisoner of his own experiences. No one can eliminate
prejudices - just recognize them. Honor tradition AND question tradition. Wise Quotes about Life Lesson.
Sign-up to receive Daily Inspiration - Daily Quotes free via email Daily inspirational quotes and motivational
messages of self-worth, choice, positive attitude, happiness, forgiveness, and gratitude. Enter Your E-Mail
Address: Enter Your Name what you want to be called:
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I'm also including quotes of wisdom or wisdom sayings to each of the following essential lessons of life: #1 There's a
lesson to be learned in everything you experience Edward Young.

Investment ideas 50 Best Famous Inspirational Quotes about Life Lessons Today, I will be sharing with you
50 famous inspirational quotes about life lessons; specifically tailored for entrepreneurs. Do you need
inspiration to achieve success in business and life? Do you need words of encouragement that will help you go
through the entrepreneurial process of starting a business? Do you need inspiration to face your business
challenges squarely? Do you want to learn how to overcome the trials of life? And no hours, nor amount of
labor, nor amount of money would deter me from giving the best that there was in me. And I have done that
ever since, and I win by it. But I cannot accept not trying. Successful men and women keep moving. Only the
engine under full steam can make the grade. I think this eclectic career helped me a lot in life. They helped
themselves and they were helped through powers known and unknown to them at the time they set out on their
voyage. They keep going regardless of the obstacles they meet. If you lament over the adversity, you will miss
the opportunity. He shall stand before kings; he shall not stand before vain men. One is to listen to your gut no
matter how good something sounds on paper. With positive mental attitude, failure is a learning experience, a
rung on the ladder, and a plateau at which to get your thoughts in order to prepare to try again. It is an
opportunity to begin again more intelligently. They quit on one yard line. They give up the at last minute of
the game one foot from a winning touch down. You have the choice. You can overcome and be a winner, or
you can allow it to overcome you and be a loser. The choice is yours and yours alone. Refuse to throw in the
towel. Go that extra mile that failures refuse to travel. It is far better to be exhausted from success than to be
rested from failure. If I believe in something, I sell it, and I sell it hard. If you are standing still near the fire,
even though you are not in the fire, the heat will eventually get to you. Failing is part of the process of success.
You cannot have success without failure. Give everyone a chance to have a piece of the pie. If you miss it, you
may hit a star. Stick with what you believe in. From there I was promoted to the washtub. From there I was
promoted to the cook kitchen. And from there I promoted myself into the business of manufacturing hair
goods and preparationsâ€¦. I have built my own factory on my own ground. Nothing in the world can take the
place of persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will
not; the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence and determination alone are omnipotent. It is not the
beginning of the end. But it is perhaps the end of the beginning.
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Valuable Life Lesson Quotes To Share Some of the most important life lesson quotes are learned the hard way. It is
best to learn from the experiences of others instead of going through things yourself.

Life has its own hidden forces which you can only discover by living. To confirm your subscription, you must
click on a link in the email being sent to you. Each email contains an unsubscribe link. The real lessons from
the book of life are inscribed in a corner of the margin. Today I speak this way, tomorrow that, but always the
Path is beyond words and beyond mind. Whatever man might build, could never express or reflect more than
he was. He could record neither more nor less than he had learned of life. Experience comes from bad
judgement. But, you can either run from it or, learn from it. Or is today a day to sit by the fire and watch the
storm rage outside? Either way, the storm is just life. Give thanks for all of Life. She gives the test first and the
lessons afterwards. The Two Great Lessons of Life: The academy gave me a grounding in discipline and hard
work that has sustained me throughout my life, and the lessons I learned there I now try to impress on young
people. It is about service. The commerce in life is rarely so simple and never so just. The lessons of life
amount not to wisdom, but to scar tissue and callus. Wood Before Huey was 5, I could take him to work with
me. At first I tried to write fiction by making up things that were completely alien to my life. And that is, to
take responsibility for your own life. Only you are responsible for the course you take from there. The same
can be true of films, films are released into society to aid in a lesson, inspire people, comfort people. We have
found out that only a few things are really important. We have learned to take life seriously, but never
ourselves. Mistakes are a part of being human. Appreciate your mistakes for what they are: We discussed
politics, but we also talked about the importance of hard work, personal responsibility, living within your
means, keeping your word. Those lessons stay with you throughout your life. For somebody else it may be a
golf club that mom and dad put in their hands or a baseball or ballet lessons. Real gift to give to me and put it
in writing. I believe in reincarnation. We choose how we come into this life based on what it is we have to
learn. Some people have harder lessons than others. We give our own meaning to time as to life. Sign-up to
receive Daily Inspiration - Daily Quotes free via email Daily inspirational quotes and motivational messages
of self-worth, choice, positive attitude, happiness, forgiveness, and gratitude. Enter Your E-Mail Address:
Enter Your Name what you want to be called:
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The real lessons from the book of life are inscribed in a corner of the margin. - Jonathan Lockwood Huie. It is a man's
own mind, not his enemy or foe.

The greatest deception men suffer is from their own opinions. Silence is full of answers. You wanna fly, you
got to give up the shit that weighs you down. Toni Morrison Let us temper our criticism with kindness. None
of us comes fully equipped. Carl Sagan You have power over your mind â€” not outside events. Realize this,
and you will find strength. Marcus Aurelius, Meditations Just remember who was by your side when everyone
else left. Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an inescapable network of
mutuality. Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly. Martin Luther King, Jr. Loving life is easy
when you are abroad. Where no one knows you and you hold your life in your hands all alone, you are more
master of yourself than at any other time. Hannah Arendt Man cannot be free if he does not know that he is
subject to necessity because his freedom is always won in his never wholly successful attempts to liberate
himself from necessity. Hannah Arendt Plunge ahead and see what your passion can reveal. Ray Bradbury Art,
in reality, is alternative medicine. Where wisdom reigns there is no conflict between thinking and feeling.
Jung There is no coming to consciousness without pain. Jung Storytelling reveals meanings without
committing the crime of defining it. Hannah Arendt The life that I could still live, I should live, and the
thoughts that I could still think, I should think. Jung The meeting of two personalities is like the contact of two
chemical substances: Jung There is need of a method for finding out the truth. Descartes Tolerance becomes a
crime when applied to evil. Light does not stay. The tender things are those we fold away. Tennessee Williams
The books that the world calls immoral are the books that show the world its own shame. Oscar Wilde Your
visions will become clear only when you can look into your own heart. Who looks outside, dreams; who looks
inside, awakes. Jung You may also like:
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I think the purpose of life is to be useful, to be responsible, to be compassionate. It is, above all, to matter and to count,
to stand for something, to have made some difference that you lived at all.

Feel free to skip the introduction by clicking on this interlink: Personally, I associate intelligence not only with
the utilization of knowledge to find solutions to tricky problems but also with the capacity for abstract thought
or the comprehension of complex issues. Wisdom, on the other hand, appears to be entirely different than
everything intelligence stands for. It is much more intuitive, rather than based on pure logic as intelligence
mostly is. During my life, I had the very honorable experience of getting in touch with a huge variety of
people, from all different kinds of backgrounds. But many â€” if not most â€” of the wisdom and lessons I
would like to share with you came from my personal experience, for instance from the time when my life was
hanging by a thread â€” the time I had hit rock bottom. Lessons that life teaches us I am, however, not perfect
and all-knowing, which is why I would like to invite you to share your wisdom in the comment section below.
I will integrate your statement into this article when time permits. Solomon Ibn Gabriol The first step in the
acquisition of wisdom is silence, the second listening, the third memory, the fourth practice, the fifth teaching
others. Solomon Ibn Gabriol Before we get to the interesting part of this article, I think it might be helpful to
define what wisdom really is. Wisdom is also the comprehension of what is true or right coupled with
optimum judgment as to action. The intelligent can learn, comprehend, understand and meet rational decisions
based on logic. A wise person knows out of experience. It is the inner knowing what to do in a given situation.
In some cases, the decision that is met appears to be irrational, but more often than not it turns out to be the
right thing to do. The wise person knows from within, supported by the insights gained from a reflective
disposition. Wisdom of Life 11 Wise Lessons about life â€¦ â€¦ and the essential wisdom to be prepared for
life. What is important to you in life? Maybe you have already a definite answer to the question â€” in which
case I would like to congratulate you. In every rill a sweet instruction flows. Edward Young Everything you
undergo teaches you a lesson. Do you have the courage to discover what lesson was taught? Are you brave
enough to make use of the wisdom you gained? Life can be really tough, especially in times of coping with
setbacks and failures. But I know from experience: Often, it took me months to let go of the ego-based grief,
self-pity, and anger about what had happened. But once that work was done it gave way to a reflective
approach to discovering the valuable insights and wisdom that were taught. Remember that this process takes
a lot of time. Wise lessons might not immediately catch your attention, but they will come as very profound
realizations once you are ready to comprehend them. With the insight that time provides, you will be able to
accept the situation and be courageous enough to let go of anger and bitterness. Only then, with an impartial
point of view, profound but wise lessons can be drawn from the things that happened to you, hence increasing
your knowledge about the important wisdom about life. Abraham Lincoln No one is in charge of your
happiness but you. No one has the responsibility to make you happy. It is a very common misconception to
believe things that lie outside of ourselves can make us happy. If you ask an unhappy person what it would
take to make them happier, they will most likely enumerate the many material things that lie beyond their
grasp. What they do not realize is the profound wisdom that true happiness comes from within. People think
abundance can make them happy. We associate the possession of luxurious cars, big mansions and the many
other tangibles this materialistic world has to offer with happiness. But the reality is: It is the wisdom that
comes from personal experience that has shown many people that one will never be fully satisfied by the
accumulation of fancy tangibles. If you make your happiness dependent on external influences, you set up a
barrier that prevents you from discovering the happiness that lies within you. In such a case, you would be
trying to fill an emptiness within you that cannot be filled with things from the outside. Buddha Anger is
destructive in nature. It makes people forget all the good qualities that characterize them as human beings.
Anger turns people into instinct driven animals that are blinded by their aggression. And in this state of being
it so happens that we tend to do evil things we painfully regret later. Retrospectively I would say that by
holding on to anger, I harmed myself the most. The very wise lesson stated by Buddha brings it to the point:
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Your anger and hatred will hurt you the most, which is quite an important wisdom for life, I think. Thomas
Szasz Forgiveness is the characteristic of the strong. It really takes a lot of strength to forgive and to let go of
the hurt. The alternative to forgiving is vengeance, but it will not help you to reduce the pain. Revenge â€” to
me â€” is simply not the right way to let go of the emotional baggage I carry around when someone hurt me.
The process of forgiving is essential to be able to let go of the hurt. Forgiveness can set you free. It can help
you in releasing the built-up resentment and the emotional baggage you carry around. Life is too short to
waste your time with hatred. We are afraid of failure when in reality the regret about not having tried can be
by far more painful than failure in itself. To me, failure is an inevitable aspect of my life. With it comes the
realization and wisdom that the only fool-proof way to avoid any kind of failure is to not try at all. The attempt
to avoid failure at any cost â€” by not trying â€” is an irreversible mistake, which I regard as the worst failure
of all. The most common regrets of the dying: Ann Radcliffe I think most of us will agree that money is
essential to survive in this modern world. It takes no wisdom or really wise lesson to realize that. We all need
enough money to support our living, to afford housing and to feed our families. The question is, do you really
want to coordinate your whole life to the one and only goal of acquiring as much money as possible? Money is
nothing more than a lot of coins and notes with numbers on. Money is a means to an end, not an end in itself.
When someone did something very stupid, you can bet that I got a lecture about it as well. Nowadays, I know
better of course. Lao Tzu What other people think of you should be none of your business. Everyone is
entitled to his own opinion and you cannot change what others think of you anyways. Take notice of criticism
and be thankful for feedback, but think about how much emphasis you want to put onto what other people
think of you. The moment you begin to bend over backward for others, by trying to please everyone, you will
lose much of your integrity; it will figuratively break your spine. You can put a mask on in order to influence
what other people think about you, but sooner or later, though, they will get a glimpse of what lies behind.
Stay true to yourself and there is nothing for you to regret. Another wise lesson I had to learn the hard way is
that every person is on a different journey â€” in terms of their personal and spiritual development but also in
regards to the level of knowledge and wisdom they have acquired so far. With this wisdom comes the
realization that you will not be able to force them to go down a specific path. William Hazlitt People
externalize because they have no trust in themselves. Instead of taking responsibility by taking action they
wait for someone else to do it for them. Develop a healthy trust in yourself and take responsibility for your
life, if you do not want to make your whole life dependent on others. People seek for answers to their
inexplicable questions outside of themselves, when in reality they can find all the answers within themselves
and might already know the answers to some of these questions. Get to know who you really are and practice
the skill of listening to your intuition, or as many term it: The purpose of your life might have a lot do to with
your passions, and if you seek for the works where you put your whole heart into, you might find some
important hints as to what your purpose could be. John Wooden There are elements in our lives that we can
neither change nor influence. And with this realization comes the wise lesson that you may not be able to
change certain aspects of your life, but you can always make the best of it. All it takes is acceptance about the
situation you find yourself in and the courage to discover the new opportunities that present themselves. The
following articles might also be of interest to you:
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Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way to be truly satisfied is to do what you believe is great
work. And the only way to do great work is to love what you do. If you haven't found it yet, keep looking.

Getty Images Life is a gift that has been given to you. It is in your hands to make the best out of it--dare to
believe that you can. Each experience--good and bad--makes you grow. Live for today and enjoy every
moment. Capture the best that life has to offer you. Maxwell "Life is not a problem to be solved, but a reality
to be experienced. Life is about creating yourself. Let reality be reality. Let things flow naturally forward in
whatever way they like. And those who look only to the past or present are certain to miss the future. Kennedy
"Only a life lived for others is a life worthwhile. The more experiments you make the better. Kennedy "There
is no passion to be found playing small--in settling for a life that is less than the one you are capable of living.
And guess what they have planned for you? It enriches the necessary competencies that daily life requires and
provides; and in this respect, it irrigates the deserts that our lives have already become. Lewis "Anyone who
stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps learning stays young. The greatest thing
in life is to keep your mind young. Edison "The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the rest is merely
tenacity. The fears are paper tigers. You can do anything you decide to do. You can act to change and control
your life; and the procedure, the process is its own reward. This is how character is built. You must know what
you want from life. There is just one thing that makes your dream become impossible: Make the most of
today. Get interested in something. Let the winds of enthusiasm sweep through you. Live today with gusto.
Roosevelt "Life takes on meaning when you become motivated, set goals and charge after them in an
unstoppable manner. Jun 26, More from Inc.
Chapter 8 : Life Lessons Quotes - BrainyQuote
Wise Words as Life Lessons | Inspirational Quotes for a Better World Things wise people say serve as a compass to a
better life. This is and always has been the case, no matter what era, land or conditions people live in.

Chapter 9 : Wise Life Lesson Quotes | Wise Quotes about Life Lesson | Life Lesson Wise Quotes
Wise Quotes About: Mistakes Wise Moving On Experience Making Amends Lifelong Learning Life Lesson Life
Judgement Learning Past Future Influence Pain Hurt Tears Heartbreak Perseverance Overcoming Strength Bravery
Opinions People Knowledge Ignorance Success Effort Action Determination Enthusiasm Ability Confidence Ambition
Excellence Talent.
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